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(Spirit helper speaking: ) The candles are lit, burning a scented oil, that melts your heart with love and stirs in you a 

passion. It’s darkened and soft in here, except for the delicately burning flames, that aren’t too bright. 

I have covered the bed-couch with skins and silken cloths. You lie back and get ready for just about anything. You 

never can predict just what a night with me will be like, for I keep it all a secret to be unfolded bit by bit—like the 

coverings of a woman that can be unwrapped.  

First I hand you a class of rare champagne, saved for the special times, such as we are having now. Why can’t it be 

enjoyed whenever desired? See, here it’s not about the tastes, but the experience it transports you on. Experiences 

are for the right time, when you are ready, when I am too, and a whole host of other factors. 

Ready for the night to advance, you sip at the glass in your hand. One sip and you feel yourself starting to float or 

rather your spirit start to separate from the body you thought was you. But no, it was just a casement, a dwelling 

place, a form you took on for the time. The real you starts to be set free to fly up to a new realm of exploring. 

Here is where our spirits mingle, meld and truly become one. It’s as if we are like the scented air that the candles give 

off. We glow and we flow and wave like waters mingling one with another.  

When one wants a night like on Earth, this can be had. But for some more adventurous occasions, like now, we are 

keen to explore new ideas and ways of loving that humans have never thought of, much less experienced. 

As we melt, spirit form to spirit form, looking and resembling nothing like your body form on planet Earth, we begin to 

charge one another up with spiritual energy. On and up and higher goes the charge, liked clouds charged with 

electrical power.  

We fuse, and we get more and more ecstatic. There aren’t words to express what feelings come or what our “mind” is 

thinking. It’s a spiritual experience, and we never go away from it totally the same. We really do become one and 

share a part of our spirit with each other that stays imbedded in the other; a part of us does become one and merge 

and dwell within each other from then on. 

 Then, like charged energy clouds on Earth, we get ready for the lightning. And oh it’s good! It flashes long and 

powerfully. If we’ve charged up good and well, really wanting to get each other going, really giving of ourselves to be 

one with each other, then the flash and light and powerful excitement at the end is very intensely wonderful. The 

more we mingle, the more we allow our spirits to mingle and merge the more we share, and the more we share, the 

bigger the boom we’ll experience. 

We seem to wake from that powerful time, back in the room with the candles lit, resting in one another’s arms. It was 

a good one, and there are few words that are appropriate to even speak. Just quietness for a time. 

See, what makes you come into me and I into you is trust most of all. Without trust you can’t go fully in. What makes 

you have trust? Passing tests. If I see that you have passed certain tests of faith, I can trust you with a bit more of me, 

and in I go, melding and merging. And you can trust that I am fully onboard with the Creator by seeing my track record 

of what I have done, or what I have given up, in order to do the Master’s will.  

Records are being kept. And that is something that helps magnify the supernatural sensual experiences. Whereas if a 

soul has lived alone for their own pleasure, and denied the Lord or His Word, and that’s on his or her “report card” 

that most are privy to, this knocks down the options of truly high-in-the-sky extasy. Those who give the most, get the 

most. It’s as simple as that.  

Now, what if you didn’t have the chance? You always have a chance to do the most sacrificial thing, the most faith 

promoting thing, with the knowledge you have. Even a child can make a decision to be kind and to not tell a lie. Those 

who prove, to their best ability, that they want to do their best, and take the least for themselves, get rewarded.  

This is just a little glimpse into some realities of the great “unknown realm” to keep you pressing hard to do what is 

best, though it costs you much—and hopefully all; to receive full entrance to “fun land” pleasures. 

Just reading this or hearing this doesn’t mean that you will get entrance to high-time experiences, but it’s a little 

advertisement to help you do your best, and mind not the consequences, because these types of things are on an 

“earn it” basis.  



You don’t have to know of the pleasures, or get a glimpse to obey. You know from the Bible to just do what God said 

to. That is enough. But for those who are nearing the finish line, a little sip of living water, or “champagne” and 

glimpses into the pleasures of paradise might give you the nudge to give it that extra umph to keep making it to the 

goal, and to throw off what you shouldn’t keep.  

 


